
INSTRUCTIONS ON THE USE OF IMAGES AND FIGURES 

 
 

 
I. IMAGES AND FIGURES: REQUIRED FORMATS 

 
 

Always provide images or figures as separate files in a graphics file format. 

DO NOT submit them pasted into the essay's Word document or as separate Word 

documents. 

GRAYSCALE IMAGES 

TIFF or EPS format. Minimum resolution of 300 dpi at desired final print size. 

COLOR IMAGES  

TIFF or EPS format. Minimum resolution of 300 dpi at desired final print size. 

LINE ART 

TIFF or EPS format. Minimum resolution of 600 dpi. 

Other files may be acceptable, but should be saved from the application they were 

created in and not pasted into a Microsoft Word document or a Powerpoint 
slideshow. Both of these programs automatically compress any images pasted into 

them to a minimal size, so that even a high-quality image pasted into Word or 
Powerpoint becomes a very low-quality image when it is extracted. 

If a high-quality photo, transparency, negative, or even a printed version of the 

image exists, we can scan it. 

If better art cannot be obtained we may have to forego running an image, or charge 

the author for the cost of having the art retouched to make it printable. If you have 
any questions about our art standards, please contact the JCLC office for further 

clarification. 

IMAGES FROM WEBSITES 
All graphics on web sites are very low resolution (72 dpi) and not at all suitable for 

printing. If a graphic file has been obtained directly from a web page, it will not meet 

graphic requirements outlined above. The author should endeavor to find a high-
resolution version of the original image. 

ART CALLOUTS AND CAPTIONS 
Manuscript files should contain callouts for each figure. 

Art captions should be placed in the Permissions Log (see below). Do not include 
the captions in each essay's file, but rather in the Permissions Log. 

 



II.   INSTRUCTIONS ON IMAGE/TEXTUAL EXCERPT PERMISSIONS 

If you are submitting images or other copyrighted material that may be copyright 
protected, please complete a Permissions Log. (MS Word version:  Best if you 

don't have too many figures and prefer to work in Word.  Excel version: Best if you 
are entering many figures.) 

These logs are intended to capture and centralize all information about figures, 
including captions, position, and copyright status. Because authors may also wish to 

reproduce copyrighted textual materials, we've provided a space to capture copyright 
information for those as well. 

For all images and significant text excerpts, the author is responsible for: 

 Providing proof of permission to reproduce copyrighted material (emails, 
invoices accompanied by terms) 

 Explicitly stating an argument for “fair use” or for the material being in the 

“public domain,” and accounting for international differences in these 
doctrines, or 

 Asserting that the material is the original work of the author. 

I. Permission Received (provide documentation) 

Though permissions management is a shared activity, it is the author’s 

responsibility to seek and secure permission for all copyrighted material in his or 
her article before our office submits it into production. Please start the 

preparation of permissions early, especially when dealing with overseas 
institutions.  

 
1) Basic Requirements 

 

All journal contributors must guarantee that any third-party owner of material 

used in the article has given them/Duke University Press non-exclusive 
worldwide publishing rights with no time restriction in all media and 

formats.  

 
If the contract contains any of the following, it must be amended: 

 Time limitation on electronic rights 

 “Print publication only”; must include electronic rights 

 “English and Chinese”; must be in all languages 

 For cover art, contract cannot limit size to less than full page 

 For cover art, contract cannot stipulate “for interior use only” 

 

2) E-mails 

 

E-mail correspondence is an acceptable form of documentation. The author 

should forward his/her full correspondence, beginning with the original 
request and ending with the clear grant of permission. Do not copy and paste 

it out of its original context.  
 

https://app.box.com/s/izlhcm7c4xzet7pd4zsy
https://app.box.com/s/gtmvj1pvnwllxa939aar


3) Contractual Language 

 

Please review all contracts for accuracy and completeness in these areas 
 Assure that the journal name, volume/issue, and publication year are 

accurate. 

 Assure that rights are not limited to one print run only (in case of a 

future reprint) 

 Assure that all images or textual excerpts are clearly identified in the 

contract, and that the images or excerpts and the quantity and size 

agree with those listed in the Permission Log. 

 Check for required credit lines and be sure to include them in the 

Permission Log. 

 The author should provide full English translation of the right 

permission if the document is in another language.  

 

II. No Permission (Fair Use, Public Domain, and International Works)  

 

Please use following websites for the information about fair use, public domain, 

and international law when creating a case for fair use or public domain and 

mark accordingly in the Permission Log. Because the doctrines of fair use and 

public domain differ by country, it is important that the author’s claim to use of 

the material is in line with the laws of the country of origin.  

 

1) Fair Use  

For information on fair use, see: 

http://fairuse.stanford.edu/Copyright_and_Fair_Use_Overview/chapter9/9-

b.html#1 

*If claiming fair use, the author should not seek permission from a copyright 

holder, as this weakens the fair use claim. 

 

2)  Public Domain 

For information about public domain, see: 

http://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm 

 
 

3) International Copyright Law 

For information on country of origin and international copyright law, see: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Copyright_Convention 

 

4) Due Diligence 
If an author has exhausted all available avenues to obtain permission (e.g., a 

defunct publication, deceased author or artist, no known heirs), due diligence 

should be documented to prove the author’s efforts. A proper due diligence 
record demonstrates the author’s actions to determine who controls the 

copyright and attempts to contact the copyright holder. Please send full 
correspondence in its original context. Some examples are: 

 

http://fairuse.stanford.edu/Copyright_and_Fair_Use_Overview/chapter9/9-b.html%231
http://fairuse.stanford.edu/Copyright_and_Fair_Use_Overview/chapter9/9-b.html%231
http://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Copyright_Convention


 

 “Attempted X times to contact rights holder by e-mail at (give specific e-

mail address) found in (source of rights holder’s contact info) but no one 
replied [Note: This would be useful but not in itself sufficient, since e-mail 

addresses do change]. 
 

 “Called apparent rights holder at (specific number called) found in (source 

of rights holder’s contact number/phone number) X times, but calls were not 

returned, or the person reached could not provide requested information 
(include date/time/person reached if any, etc.).” 

 

 “Wrote a letter to apparent rights holder at (give specific address) found in 

(source of rights holder’s address) but received no response, or letter 
returned as undeliverable.” 

 

 “Copyright holder of record no longer exists. Last known source using the 

item was not able to clear copyright because they could not find 

successors/heirs.” 

 
For works produced outside the U.S., due diligence should indicate what 

copyright laws apply. 

 
*          *          *          * 

 
For more details about copyright, fair use, or public domain, please see 

Reproduction Permissions. 

https://app.box.com/s/0atz971cve181vi9oag1

